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Manias, Panics and Crashes
Legendary investor Jim Rogers gives us his view of the
world on a twenty-two-month, fifty-two-country
motorcycle odyssey in his bestselling
business/adventure book, Investment Biker, which
has already sold more than 200,000 copies. Before
you invest another dollar anywhere in the world
(including the United States), read this book by the
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man Time magazine calls “the Indiana Jones of
finance.” Jim Rogers became a Wall Street legend
when he co-founded the Quantum Fund. Investment
Biker is the fascinating story of Rogers’s global
motorcycle journey/investing trip, with hardheaded
advice on the current state and future direction of
international economies that will guide and inspire
investors interested in foreign markets. NOTE: This
edition does not include a photo insert.

Enough
In the aftermath of the financial crisis, capital
management has become a critical factor in value
creation for banks and other financial institutions.
Although complex and subject to regulatory change,
the strategic importance of capital management
became apparent during the crisis and has moved the
subject to the top of corporate agendas. Bank and
Insurance Capital Management is an essential guide
to help banks and insurance companies understand
and manage their capital position. Bridging the gap
between theory and practice, it provides proven
techniques for managing bank capital, as well as
explaining key capital management perspectives,
including accounting, regulatory, risk and capital
management and corporate finance. It also shows
how to analyze a firm's stakeholders such as
depositors, policy holders, debt holders and
shareholders, and manage their expectations, and
how to align risk and capital management so as to
best optimize the return on capital and preserve
capital in periods of stress. Economic capital is also
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discussed in depth, as are the practicalities of bank
and insurance M&A, and the book also shows how
financial innovations can be used to optimise the
capital position and how diversification effects are
reflected in the capital position. This book will arm
readers with the knowledge and skills needed to
understand how capital management can improve
capital structure and performance, achieving an
optimal cost of, and return on capital, creating value
as a result.

Street Food around the World: An
Encyclopedia of Food and Culture
FEATURES EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW with SUBRATA ROY
EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT
SUBRATA ROY AND SAHARA INDIA PARIWAR, BUT
WERE AFRAID TO ASK… Sahara: The Untold Story is
based on painstaking research to demystify India’s
most secretive and largely unlisted conglomerate, the
Sahara India Pariwar. It also delves into the group’s
ongoing legal battle with the market regulator.
Entrepreneur Subrata Roy, the guardian angel of the
group, whose feet are touched by everybody in the
Pariwar, wants to reach out to a million lives and feels
impeded and shuttered in by regulations. So the clash
with the regulators was inevitable. But when a
regulator slams one door, maverick Roy opens
another. This play has been on since 1978, when
Sahara was set up. Roy is well known for glamour and
his association with film stars, cricketers and
politicians. He exudes patriotism, with a statue of
Bharat Mata (the presiding deity of the group) on a
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chariot driven by four fierce-looking lions adorning his
headquarters in Lucknow. He is the Robin Hood of a
country where only 35% of the adult population has
access to formal banking services. This India and its
millions of illiterate poor depositors stand in awe and
admiration of him. But does he also exploit them? Do
these poor people actually keep money with him or
are they fronting for others? EXCERPT FROM THE
SAHARA INDIA PARIWAR DISCLAIMER ‘The book at
best can be treated as a perspective of the author
with all its defamatory content, insinuation and other
objections, which prompted us to exercise our right to
approach the court of law in order to save the interest
of the organization and its crores of depositors and 12
lakh workers.’ TamalBandyopadhyay, a deputy
managing editor of Mint, is one of the most respected
business journalists in India. Tamal has kept a close
watch of the financial sector for over a decade and a
half and has had a ringside view of the enormous
changes in Indian finance and banking over this
period. His first book, A Bank for the Buck, released
by P Chidambaram in November 2012, has been a
non-fiction bestseller.

All the Money in the World
Two years in the cauldron of capitalism-"horrifying
and very funny" (The Wall Street Journal) In this
candid and entertaining insider's look at the most
influential school in global business, Philip Delves
Broughton draws on his crack reporting skills to
describe his madcap years at Harvard Business
School. Ahead of the Curve recounts the most
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edifying and surprising lessons learned in the quest
for an MBA, from the ingenious chicanery of
leveraging and the unlikely pleasures of accounting,
to the antics of the "booze luge" and other, less
savory trappings of student culture. Published during
the one hundredth anniversary of Harvard Business
School, this is the unflinching truth about life in the
trenches of an iconic American institution.

The Smartest Money Book You'll Ever
Read
From Wall Street to the West Coast, from blue-collar
billionaires to blue-blood fortunes, from the Google
guys to hedge-fund honchos, All the Money in the
World gives us the lowdown on today richest
Americans. Veteran journalists Peter W. Bernstein and
Annalyn Swan delve into who made and lost the most
money in the past twenty-five years, the fields and
industries that have produced the greatest wealth,
the biggest risk takers, the most competitive players,
the most wasteful family feuds, the trophy wives, the
most conspicuous consumers, the biggest art
collectors, and the most and least generous
philanthropists. Incorporating exclusive, never-beforepublished data from Forbes magazine, All the Money
in the World is a vastly entertaining, behind-thescenes look at today's Big Rich.

Soros on Soros
Through humor, whimsical story-telling and spiritual
insight Joseph Fehlen shares his journey of becoming
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a motorcyclist at the age of 34. A man with a family,
career, and perfectly normal life gets permission from
his mom and wife, trades in his car for a motorcycle
and begins an adventure that teaches him lessons
about life, faith and what really matters most. Ride On
is filled with a whole cast of endearing characters
complemented by the intricacies of the motorcycle
culture. In a garage logic sort of way, Joseph
interweaves the lessons he learned with those Jesus
modeled, creating a tapestry of learning opportunities
for the reader. With uncanny clarity these real life
situations will assist even those who have never
ridden a motorcycle, or even plan to experience one
of life's greatest joys. Come and join him as you ride
on! Keywords: Zen and the art of motorcycle
maintenance, Motorcycle club, Motorcycle adventure,
motorcycle man, motorcycle diaries, motorcycle
travel, motorcycle books, motorcycle Jesus,

FIASCO
Profiting from China without getting burned is
currently anobsession with the international
investment community. Theestimated size of the
Chinese economy has just been revisedupwards,
making it the 4th largest in the world behind the
US,Japan and Germany, and ahead of the UK but the
idea that investingin China is a sure-fire, get-richquick investment story isdangerously misleading. *
The author of the bestselling Investment Biker,
AdventureCapitalist, and Hot Commodities, is
providing a book that providesa window into what will
soon be the most vital, most lucrativemarket of our
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time: China. * While the Chinese economy has had an
annual average growth of 9.4percent since 1978, and
despite the ongoing speculation aboutChina's future,
its stock market is now emerging from a six-yearlow.
* As the Chinese economy continues to lumber toward
a free marketsystem - and as the Chinese
government inevitably unpegs itscurrency and opens
its stock market to more foreign investment,Rogers
foresees an abundance of opportunities for investors.
* In this book, he shows readers not only how to take
advantageof China's coming dominance - what,
where, how, and when to buy - buthow China will
impact individual companies, markets, and
economiesaround the world. * "Nobody with blue eyes
has ever made money investing in China,"the old
saying goes. Jim Rogers aims to disprove this adage.
Jim Rogers co-founded the Quantum Fund and retired
at age 37. Sincethen, he has served as a sometime
professor of finance at ColumbiaUniversity's business
school, and as a media commentator. Heappears
twice a week on Fox Business News, and is the author
ofthree immensely successful books.

Ride On
In less than a year, Neil Peart lost both his 19-year-old
daughter, Selena, and his wife, Jackie. Faced with
overwhelming sadness and isolated from the world in
his home on the lake, Peart was left without direction.
That lack of direction lead him on a 5

The Expat Teacher's Property Guide
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Welcome to the world of Martin "Buzzy" Schwartz,
Champion Trader--the man whose nerves of steel and
killer instinct in the canyons of Wall Street earned him
the well-deserved name "Pit Bull." This is the true
story of how Schwartz became the best of the best, of
the people and places he discovered along the way
and of the trader’s tricks and techniques he used to
make his millions.

The Winning Investment Habits of
Warren Buffett and George Soros
"For everyone thinking of a new adventure, a new life,
or even a new venture: DO IT." - Jim Rogers,
bestselling author of Investment Biker. After building
a successful business, Dirk Weisiger was ready for
something new. But he wasn't sure what. Maybe a
motorcycle adventure, I've never done that! What
followed was a fourteen-month, solo motorcycle
journey from Austin, Texas to Ushuaia, Argentina,
filled with unexpected adventures, surprises, and
lessons about life and travel. "I headed south to see
new vistas on a solo journey, but ended up feeling
more connected to the people I met along the way."
In this book, you'll not only enjoy Dirk's adventure and
insights, but find inspiration for your own journey.
Dirk Weisiger is a travel trekker, trick roper, and
storyteller. Dirk has always enjoyed speaking to
groups, spinning tales, ropes, and offering lessons
he's learned in adventures of life and business. He's
travelled to five continents and climbed Mount
Kilimanjaro. Most of all Dirk loves people and believes
that making new friends is the best part of travel. (A
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portion of proceeds from this book help sponsor
children at the Colegio Bautista El Calvario private
school in Managua, Nicaragua.) www.DirkSpeaks.com
"This isn't the first book I've read on riding to Ushuaia,
but it is probably the most enjoyable." - Muriel
Farrington, Ambassador, BMW Motorcycles Of
America

A Bull in China
In 1982, at the age of just twenty-three and halfway
through her architecture studies, Elspeth Beard left
her family and friends in London and set off on a
35,000-mile solo adventure around the world on her
1974 BMW R60/6. Reeling from a recent breakup and
with only limited savings from her pub job, a tent, a
few clothes and some tools, all packed on the back of
her bike, she was determined to prove herself. She
had ridden bikes since her teens and was well
travelled. But nothing could prepare her for what lay
ahead. When she returned to London nearly two and
a half years later she was stones lighter and decades
wiser. She'd ridden through unforgiving landscapes
and countries ravaged by war, witnessed civil
uprisings that forced her to fake documents, and
fended off sexual attacks, biker gangs and corrupt
police convinced she was trafficking drugs. She'd
survived life-threatening illnesses, personal loss and
brutal accidents that had left permanent scars and a
black hole in her memory. And she'd fallen in love
with two very different men. In an age before email,
the internet, mobile phones, satnavs and, in some
parts of the world, readily available and reliable maps,
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Elspeth achieved something that would still seem
remarkable today. Told with honesty and wit, this is
the extraordinary and moving story of a unique and
life-changing adventure.

Investment Biker
Pit Bull
Dr. David Eifrig, Jr. takes an in-depth look at six
loopholes that will help you save and even earn
money in your retirement. He also analyzes several
investment strategies and health tips and secrets that
will helpyou live a happy, healthy, and wealthy life.

Leave Tomorrow
Destined to appeal to anyone with a passion for bikes,
travel and adventure, In Search of Greener Grass is a
fascinating account of the author’s adventurous
travels by motorbike and his life as a whole.

Big Book of Retirement Secrets
Warren Buffet and George Soros both started with
nothing and made billion-dollar fortunes solely by
investing. At first glance they seem to have nothing in
common: Buffett buys bargain-priced stocks and
businesses for cash; and Soros is renowned for his
highly-leveraged, quick-footed bets in the currency
markets. So what do they have in common?As Mark
Tier demonstrates in The Winning Investment Habits
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of Warren Buffet and George Soros, they practice
exactly the same mental habits and strategies when
investing, and these tactics have since been used
successfully by all other traders and investors that
Tier has worked with - without exception.By sharing
23 key investment habits in this ground-breaking
book, the author provides you with the rare
opportunity to understand the logic behind them and
make them your own.

Hot Commodities
"The first major work of its kind to discuss
international stock markets, this encyclopedia is
essential for anyone interested in investing in today's
global markets. Because of the increasing
globalization of businesses, American investors can
no longerlimit themselves to information about the
U.S. stock market. These two volumes define over
2,000 terms dealing with the history and practices of
international stock markets in industrialized as well as
developing countries, and discuss individuals,
institutions (such as banks, brokerage and leveraged
buyout firms), events, and slang terms relating to
stock markets. The readable entries provide accurate,
up-to-date information of interest to the burgeoning
number of private and professional investors. This
work is a valuable addition to school, public, and
academic library collections."--"Outstanding reference
sources 2000", American Libraries, May 2000. Comp.
by the Reference Sources Committee, RUSA, ALA.

Ahead of the Curve
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A paperback edition of a best-selling tour of the
cutthroat world of Wall Street derivatives in the 1990s
features a new epilogue and tracks the author's
experiences as a successful young Morgan Stanley
employee, in an account that traces the period's
speculative frenzies and the ways in which they
directly contributed to highly publicized losses.
Reprint.

International Encyclopedia of the Stock
Market
This book is about the author's amazing trip across six
continents and the world economy and society. It
discusses who's sinking and who's swimming, which
countries are on the rise and which are collapsing,
where you can make a million and where you could
lose one. Every place he stopped on the trip, Rogers
talked to businessmen, bankers, investors and regular
people. He learned reams of information that you'd
never learn from reading the financial pages of any
periodical. Delivers a thrilling account of the journey
of a lifetime and provides tips that would enable you
to pay for a trip just like it.

Biker Beauties
An Investor Advisor Representative who has appeared
on CBS and CNN provides a no-nonsense guide to
minimize taxes, buy or sell property, manage health
care premiums or retire early, explaining how and
when to do things to realize financial independence.
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Migrating to Australia
In "100 to 1 in the Stock Market," Thomas Phelps
discloses the secrets and strategies to increasing your
wealth one hundredfold through buy-and-hold
investing. Unlike the short-term trading trends that
are popular today, Phelps s highly logical, yet radical
approach focuses on identifying compounding
machines in public markets, buying their stocks, and
holding these investments long term for at least ten
years. In this indispensable guide, Phelps analyzes
what made the big companies of his day so profitable
for the diligent, long-term investor. You will learn how
to identify and invest in profitable business models
without visible growth ceilings that will quickly
increase your earnings. Worth its weight in gold (and
then some), "100 to 1 in the Stock Market" illuminates
the way to the path of long-term wealth for you and
your heirs. With this classic, yet highly relevant
approach, you will pick companies wisely and watch
your investments soar Thomas William Phelps (1903
1992) spent over 40 years in the investing world
working as a private investor, columnist, analyst, and
financial advisor. His illustrious investing career
began just before the stock market crash in 1929 and
lasted into the 1970s. In 1927, he began his career
with "The Wall Street Journal" where he was a
reporter, news editor, and chief. Beginning in 1936,
he edited "Barron s National Financial Weekly." From
1949 to 1960, he served as an assistant to the
chairman and manager of the economics department
at Socony Mobil Oil. Following this venture, he was a
partner in the investment firm of Scudder, Stevens &
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Clark until his retirement in 1970. "One of the five
greatest investment books you've never heard of" -"The Daily Reckoning" "Of all the books on investing
that I ve read over the years, 100 to 1 in the stock
market one was at once, the most pleasurable and
most challenging to my own beliefs." -- Value Walk
(ValueWalk.com) "For years we handed out copies of
Mr. Phelps book as bonuses." -- Timothy Lutts, Cabot
Investing Advice, one of the largest investment
advisories and newsletters in the country since 1970"

The Book of Investing Wisdom
Draws on the author's personal experiences to offer
insight into and advice on the financial world, drawing
on a belief that Southeast Asia and China are the
dominant drivers of the world economy.

A Horse Called Mystery
From comfort food and exotic dishes to sweet and
gooey guilty desserts, adventurers and armchair
travelers alike will appreciate each recipe's simplicity
and ease of preparation, along with the photographs
and the tales of adventure that accompanies each
one.

Dirty Dining
Charles H. Dow, Benjamin Graham, George Soros,
Peter Lynch, Warren Buffett, Mario Gabelli, and
Donald Trump. You won't find a seminar or lecture
anywhere that boasts a panel quite like this-a group
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of the great stock-pickers and market gurus, both
past and present, brought together to instruct you on
the art of investing. The Book of Investing Wisdom
offers you a unique insight into how these
professionals and many others achieved financial
success through intelligent investing-all from the
comfort of your armchair. Never before have the
writings of such a large and diverse group of brilliant
investors been collected between the covers of a
single book. The Book of Investing Wisdom is an
anthology of 46 essays and speeches from the most
successful, well-known investors and financiers of our
time. In their own words, these legends of Wall Street
share their best investment ideas and advice. You'll
hear from Bernard Baruch on stock market slumps,
Peter Bernstein on investing for the long term, Joseph
E. Granville on market movements, John Moody on
investment vs. speculation, Otto Kahn on the New
York Stock Exchange and public opinion, William Peter
Hamilton on the Dow theory, and Leo Melamed on the
art of futures trading, to name just a few. For easy
reference, the 46 essays featured in The Book of
Investing Wisdom are organized into eight categories,
covering the nuts and bolts of analysis, investing
attitude and philosophy, investing strategies, market
cycles, views from the inside, lessons from notorious
characters, insights from the Great Crashes, and
advice beyond your average blue chip. Each essay is
preceded by a brief introduction that provides
intriguing and insightful background information
about its author's life and career, and places the
essay in historical perspective. Significant statements,
inspiring thoughts, and even quirky bits of wisdom
have been highlighted throughout the book to call
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attention to each contributor's most memorable
ideas. Offering practical advice, strategic wisdom, and
intriguing history, The Book of Investing Wisdom will
inspire and motivate everyone from the professional
money manager to the do-it-yourself investor to the
business student. PETER KRASS is a freelance writer
and editor living in Connecticut. He contributes
regularly to Investor's Business Daily. His other books
include The Book of Leadership Wisdom: Classic
Writings by Legendary Business Leaders and The
Book of Business Wisdom: Class Writings by the
Legends of Commerce and Industry, also available
from Wiley.

100 to 1 in the Stock Market
Selected as one of the best investment books of all
time by the Financial Times, Manias, Panics and
Crashes puts the turbulence of the financial world in
perspective. Here is a vivid and entertaining account
of how reckless decisions and a poor handling of
money have led to financial explosions over the
centuries. Covering topics such as the history and
anatomy of crises, speculative manias, and the lender
of last resort, this book has been hailed as "a true
classic . . . both timely and timeless." In this new,
updated sixth edition, Kindleberger and Aliber expand
upon the ideas presented in the previous edition to
bring the history of the financial crisis up-to-date. It
now includes two new chapters that provide an indepth analysis of the causes, consequences and
policy responses to the first global crisis of the 21st
century, the Financial Crisis of 2007-2008. In addition,
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these new chapters also cover significant crises of the
last fifteen years. The authors offer valuable lessons
that will allow the reader to successfully navigate the
financial crises of today and ones that lie ahead.

Sahara
With the growing number of expatriate teachers, the
time is long overdue for a succinct guide to help
international educators find and purchase their own
home. With sections on main residences, holiday
homes and income property, author Jim Rogers offers
solid guidance on property investing from the unique
perspective of the global citizen.

Ghost Rider
In this encyclopedia, two experienced world travelers
and numerous contributors provide a fascinating
worldwide survey of street foods and recipes to
document the importance of casual cuisine to every
culture, covering everything from dumplings to hot
dogs and kebabs to tacos. • Presents an international
survey of street foods in representative countries and
regions that includes interesting facts and recipe to
illustrate many of them • Supplies the historical and
environmental background of the country's street
food • Includes sidebars with fun facts and statistics
about street foods • Provides highly useful
information for students studying geography and for
travelers

Street Smarts
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Explaining the methods that have made her -- and her
stock picks -- famous, Maria Bartiromo tells investors
how to use hot information to make money in any
market, raging bull or lumbering bear. Packed with
sage advice from the most influential people on Wall
Street, Use the News is an indispensable investment
handbook that will disclose the Wall Street insiders'
secrets and show you how to take control of your
investments.

Lone Rider
The next bull market is here. It’s not in stocks. It’s not
in bonds. It’s in commodities - and some smart
investors will be riding that bull to record returns in
the next decade. Before Jim Rogers hit the road to
write his best-selling books Investment Biker and
Adventure Capitalist, he was one of the world’s most
successful investors. He co-founded the Quantum
Fund and made so much money that he never needed
to work again. Yet despite his success, Rogers has
never written a book of practical investment advice until now. In Hot Commodities, Rogers offers the lowdown on the most lucrative markets for today and
tomorrow. In late 1998, gliding under the radar, a bull
market in commodities began. Rogers thinks it’s
going to continue for at least fifteen years - and he’s
put his money where his mouth is: In 1998, he started
his own commodities index fund. It’s up 165% since
then, with more than $200 million invested, and it’s
the single-best performing index fund in the world in
any asset class. Less risky than stocks and less
sluggish than bonds, commodities are where the
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money is - and will be in the years ahead. Rogers’s
strategies are simple and straightforward. You can
start small - a few thousand dollars will suffice. It’s all
about putting your money into stuff you understand,
the basic materials of everyday life, like copper,
sugar, cotton, corn, or crude oil. Once you recognize
the cyclical and historical trading patterns outlined
here, you’ll be on your way. In language that is both
colourful and accessible, Rogers explains why the
world of commodity investing can be one of the
simplest of all - and how commodities are the bases
by which investors can value companies, markets,
and whole economies. To be a truly great investor is
to know something about commodities. For small
investors and high rollers alike, Hot Commodities is as
good as gold . . . or lead, or aluminium, which are
some of the commodities Rogers says could be as
rewarding for investors.

Who Needs a Road?
At the turn of the millennium, American-born Paige
Parker and investment guru Jim Rogers spend three
years—1,101 days to be exact—driving over six
continents in their "sunburst yellow" coupe and
trailer, ultimately setting a Guinness World Record.
During the epic journey, Paige's world view is turned
upside down, eventually leading her and her family to
their ideal home in Singapore. On the road trip, she
meets women from every walk of life, inspiring monks
in China, boy soldiers in Angola and oppressive
patriarchy in too many countries, yet she walks away
with a profound faith in humankind. She now wants to
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pass the lessons from the road to her two daughters,
to women everywhere and to all intrepid travellers.

A Gift to My Children
Straightforward and accessible, Commodity Investing
balances academic-quality analysis with clear,
compelling prose, and provides those interested in
this fast-growing field with unparalleled investment
insights. Page by page, you’ll acquire a deeper
understanding of this discipline and discover how to
make more informed decisions when investing in such
a dynamic environment. With this book as your guide,
you’ll benefit from the lessons of experienced
practitioners and quickly come to grips with what it
takes to make it in today’s commodity market.

Commodity Investing
As you travel Africa, you will find the way of ubuntu –
the universal bond that connects all of humanity as
one. At the age of twenty-eight, while sitting in a
friend’s backyard in the remote mining township of
Jabiru, Heather Ellis has a light-bulb moment: she is
going to ride a motorcycle across Africa. The idea just
feels right – no matter that she’s never done any longdistance motorcycle travelling before, and has never
even set foot on the African continent. Twelve months
later, Heather unloads her Yamaha TT600 at the
docks in Durban, South Africa, and her adventure
begins. Her travels take her to the dizzying heights of
Mt Kilimanjaro and the Rwenzori Mountains, to the
deserts of northern Kenya where she is befriended by
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armed bandits and rescued by Turkana fishermen, to
a stand-off with four Ugandan men intent on harm,
and to a voyage on a ‘floating village’ on the mighty
Zaire River. Everywhere she goes Heather is aided by
locals and travellers alike, who take her into their
homes and hearts, helping her to truly understand the
spirit of ubuntu – a Bantu word meaning ‘I am
because you are’. Ubuntu is the extraordinary story of
a young woman who, alone and against all odds, rode
a motorcycle to some of the world’s most remote,
beautiful and dangerous places.

The First Term
John Bogle puts our obsession with financial success
in perspective Throughout his legendary career, John
C. Bogle-founder of the Vanguard Mutual Fund Group
and creator of the first index mutual fund-has helped
investors build wealth the right way and led a tireless
campaign to restore common sense to the investment
world. Along the way, he's seen how destructive an
obsession with financial success can be. Now, with
Enough., he puts this dilemma in perspective. Inspired
in large measure by the hundreds of lectures Bogle
has delivered to professional groups and college
students in recent years, Enough. seeks, paraphrasing
Kurt Vonnegut, "to poison our minds with a little
humanity." Page by page, Bogle thoughtfully
considers what "enough" actually means as it relates
to money, business, and life. Reveals Bogle's
unparalleled insights on money and what we should
consider as the true treasures in our lives Details the
values we should emulate in our business and
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professional callings Contains thought-provoking life
lessons regarding our individual roles in society
Written in a straightforward and accessible style, this
unique book examines what it truly means to have
"enough" in world increasingly focused on status and
score-keeping.

Investment Biker
George Soros Ends the Speculation "The outcome [of
this book] is a summing up of my life's work. . . As I
finish the book, I feel I have succeeded."-George
Soros from the Preface Critical praise for Soros on
Soros "If you have ever wanted to sit down for a
candid conversation with a phenomenal financial
success, George Soros's book provides the
opportunity. You will meet a complex man and a firstrate mind."-Henry A. Kissinger "The best expert on
Soros is undoubtedly George Soros! After all, who is
better equipped to tell us what he really thinks and
how he thinks, a matter of some importance given the
fact that he has translated a remarkable personal
financial success into a truly generous and historically
significant effort to promote postcommunist
democracy." -Zbigniew Brzezinski "The best X-ray of
the mind of the master yet." -Barton M. Biggs "George
Soros brings a lot more to the world of finance than
the intuition and nerve of a born trader-and in Soros
on Soros he's no longer bashful about telling us about
it. A philosopher at heart, George attributes his
success at investing to a theory of the interaction of
reality and human perception. What really drives the
man now, with a personal fortune beyond all personal
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need, is a different kind of strategic investinginvestment to build in Eastern Europe the kind of
open societies he came to value in his own life." -Paul
A. Volcker Financial guru George Soros is one of the
most colorful and intriguing figures in the financial
world today. Now in Soros on Soros, readers are given
their most intimate and revealing look yet into the life
and mind of the one BusinessWeek dubbed, "The Man
Who Moves Markets." Soros on Soros interweaves
financial theory and personal reminiscence, political
analysis and moral reflection to offer a compelling
portrait of the world (and its markets) according to
Soros. In an interview-style narrative with Byron Wien,
Managing Director at Morgan Stanley, and with
German journalist Krisztina Koenen, Soros vividly
describes the genesis of his brilliant financial career
and shares his views on investing and global finance,
politics and the emerging world order, and the
responsibility of power. Speaking with remarkable
candor, he traces his progress from Holocaust
survivor to philosophy student, unsuccessful tobacco
salesman to the world's most powerful and profitable
trader and introduces us to the people and events
that helped shape his character and his often
controversial views. In describing the investment
theories and financial strategies that have made him
"a superstar among money managers" (The New York
Times), Soros tells the fascinating story of the
phenomenally successful Soros Fund Management
and its $12 billion flagship, Quantum Fund. He also
offers fresh insights into some of his most sensational
wins and losses, including a firsthand account of the
$1 billion he made going up against the British pound
and the fortune he lost speculating on the yen. Plus:
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Soros's take on the devaluation of the peso and
currency fluctuations internationally. He tells of the
personal and professional crises that more than once
threatened to destroy him and of the personal
resources he drew upon to turn defeat into
resounding victory. And he explains his motivations
for establishing the Soros Foundation and the Open
Society Institute through which he worked to build
open societies in postcommunist countries in Eastern
Europe and the former Soviet Union. Finally, turning
his attention to international politics, Soros offers
keen insights into the current state of affairs in Russia
and the former communist bloc countries and
analyzes the reasons behind and likely consequences
of the West's failure to properly integrate them into
the free world. He also explores the crisis of the ERM
and analyzes the pros and cons of investing in a
number of emerging markets. Find out what makes
one of the greatest financial wizards of this or any age
tick. Soros on Soros is a must read for anyone
interested in world finance and international policy.

Don’t Call Me Mrs Rogers: Love Loathing
and Our Epic Drive Around the World
From Audrey Carlan, the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of the Calendar Girl series. The
Biker Beauties is a collection of interconnected
standalone novellas. They can be read out of order if
desired. They are high in heat, but don't forget the
sweet.

Bank and Insurance Capital Management
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A nearsighted boy with a limp finds his outlook very
different at the end of a summer in which he has
acquired and cared for a lame horse and become
good friends with a doctor whose face has been
disfigured by burns.

Urbanism in the Age of Climate Change
He’s the swashbuckling world traveler and legendary
investor who made his fortune before he was forty.
Now the bestselling author of A Bull in China, Hot
Commodities, and Adventure Capitalist shares a
heartfelt, indispensable guide for his daughters (and
all young investors) to find success and happiness. In
A Gift to My Children, Jim Rogers offers advice with his
trademark candor and confidence, but this time he
adds paternal compassion, protectiveness, and love.
Rogers reveals how to learn from his triumphs and
mistakes in order to achieve a prosperous, well-lived
life. For example: • Trust your own judgment: Rogers
sensed China’s true potential way back in the 1980s,
at a time when most analysts were highly skeptical of
its prospects for growth. • Focus on what you like:
Rogers was five when he started collecting empty
bottles at baseball games instead of playing. • Be
persistent: Coming to Yale from rural Alabama, and in
over his head, Rogers never stopped studying and
wound up with a scholarship to Oxford. • See the
world: In 1990, Rogers traveled through six continents
by motorcycle, gaining a global perspective and
learning how to evaluate prospects in rapidly
developing countries such as Brazil, Russia, India, and
China. • Nothing is really new: anything deemed
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“innovative” or “unprecedented” is usually just
overhyped, as in the case of the Internet or TV,
airplanes, and railroads before it • And not a bit off
the subject, and very important: Boys will need you
more than you’ll need them! Wise and warm,
accessible and inspiring, A Gift to My Children is a
great gift for all those just starting to invest in their
futures.

Use The News
In the 1960's the authors set off to drive around the
world in a Toyota Land Cruiser. It turned out to be the
last and longest motor journey every made.

In Search of Greener Grass
Drive . . . and grow rich! The bestselling author of
Investment Biker is back from the ultimate road trip: a
three-year drive around the world that would
ultimately set the Guinness record for the longest
continuous car journey. In Adventure Capitalist,
legendary investor Jim Rogers, dubbed “the Indiana
Jones of finance” by Time magazine, proves that the
best way to profit from the global situation is to see
the world mile by mile. “While I have never patronized
a prostitute,” he writes, “I know that one can learn
more about a country from speaking to the madam of
a brothel or a black marketeer than from meeting a
foreign minister.” Behind the wheel of a sunburstyellow, custom-built convertible Mercedes, Rogers
and his fiancée, Paige Parker, began their “Millennium
Adventure” on January 1, 1999, from Iceland. They
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traveled through 116 countries, including many where
most have rarely ventured, such as Saudi Arabia,
Myanmar, Angola, Sudan, Congo, Colombia, and East
Timor. They drove through war zones, deserts,
jungles, epidemics, and blizzards. They had many
narrow escapes. They camped with nomads and
camels in the western Sahara. They ate silkworms,
iguanas, snakes, termites, guinea pigs, porcupines,
crocodiles, and grasshoppers. Best of all, they saw the
real world from the ground up—the only vantage
point from which it can be truly
understood—economically, politically, and socially.
Here are just a few of the author’s conclusions: • The
new commodity bull market has started. • The twentyfirst century will belong to China. • There is a
dramatic shortage of women developing in Asia. •
Pakistan is on the verge of disintegrating. • India, like
many other large nations, will break into several
countries. • The Euro is doomed to fail. • There are
fortunes to be made in Angola. • Nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs) are a scam. • Bolivia is a comer
after decades of instability, thanks to gigantic
amounts of natural gas. Adventure Capitalist is the
most opinionated, sprawling, adventurous journey
you’re likely to take within the pages of a book—the
perfect read for armchair adventurers, global
investors, car enthusiasts, and anyone interested in
seeing the world and understanding it as it really is.

Ubuntu
Adventure Capitalist
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“Cities are green” is becoming a common refrain. But
Calthorpe argues that a more comprehensive
understanding of urbanism at the regional scale
provides a better platform to address climate change.
In this groundbreaking new work, he shows how such
regionally scaled urbanism can be combined with
green technology to achieve not only needed
reductions in carbon emissions but other critical
economies and lifestyle benefits. Rather than just
providing another checklist of new energy sources or
one dimensional land use alternatives, he combines
them into comprehensive national growth scenarios
for 2050 and documents their potential impacts. In so
doing he powerfully demonstrates that it will take an
integrated approach of land use transformation,
policy changes, and innovative technology to
transition to a low carbon economy. To accomplish
this Calthorpe synthesizes thirty years of experience,
starting with his ground breaking work in sustainable
community design in the 1980s following through to
his current leadership in transit-oriented design,
regional planning, and land use policy. Peter
Calthorpe shows us what is possible using real world
examples of innovative design strategies and forwardthinking policies that are already changing the way
we live. This provocative and engaging work emerges
from Calthorpe’s belief that, just as the last fifty years
produced massive changes in our culture, economy
and environment, the next fifty will generate changes
of an even more profound nature. The book,
enhanced by its superb four-color graphics, is a call to
action and a road map for moving forward.
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